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20 Main Street, Natick - Brickwork

Open items

Adams Street    Main Street    
    
Fix one (1) sill above Byrnes where wire is located Finish re-pointing  
Anchor pipes to building  apply coating to precast, sill and lintel  
apply coating to precast sills and lintel  caulk windows and doors  
     Re flash (1) window where trim is falling off

Court Street    Rebuild (3) vents with composite trim  
  Replace windows on the 4th floor  
One (1) Vent to rebuild with composite trim
Spot re-pointing (punchlist)  
apply coating to precast, sill and lintel  

The reason we are asking for Four months is due to the weather being unpredictable. Hopefully, if the weather is agreeable
 we should be able to finish in much less time.  The building is in pretty bad shape as we have found on the Adams
Street and Court Street sides which greatly increased the scope of work. 

We are expecting Main street to be the same. The Bricks on the building are pretty loose, most of the grout/mortar joints 
are disintegrating to sand. On the original scope of work we were only repointing approx. 11,000 sf of bricks.  This total has
almost doubled because of what we are finding.

We didn't finish the job last year because of constant bad weather and the additional work needed that was only discovered 
after repointing began.  The bricks, lintels and bands on the building are in rough shape and there is definitely a lot of 
concern about older brick buildings, so we just want to make sure we complete the job safely.

Original Contracting's COO Adrian, and Lt. Lauzon spoke earlier and agreed that all of the equipment will be parked at a 
different site at night and that a space on Adams street will be assigned for the dumpster that is needed.

We fill coordinate with Carol Krentzman to make sure that we do not interfere with the project that she is doing. 

                                                                                               Thank you for this opportunity
                                               
                                                                                                                Original Contracting LLC

                                                                              


